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ABSTRACT 

Anita Desai’s tenth novel, Fasting, Feasting deals with themes of deprivation, abundance and being 

trapped in society's claims. It also deals with male and female roles in two completely different cultures, 

Indian and American cultures. The contrast in the novel can be understood from the novel’s title. The 

pressures and expectations placed on the different characters in the novel show the contrast in the social 

roles men and women are expected to fulfill, both in India and in the United States. While men are expected 

to be hard working, academic, and successful, the social value of women is dependent on their 

submissiveness, domestic abilities, beauty and child bearing. Aruna and Uma are raised, educated, and 

groomed only with marriage in mind. When the multiple attempts of MamaPapa to arrange a marriage for 

Uma fail, it becomes Uma’s job to take care of her baby brother, Arun, and later her aging parents. Mama’s 

identity is tied in with her role as the wife of an important man, and she seldom disagrees with 

him. Anamika meets the social expectations of female submission—yet, abused to death, Anamika 

experiences the ultimate loss of freedom that threatens all women who are forced to fulfill the feminine 

ideal. Dr. Dutt and Mira-masi both represent women who, independent of family and men, defy female 

social roles. Men also lose their free will and individual expression to the social roles they must fill. 

American society as portrayed in the novel also places gendered expectations onto its members, 

particularly in regards to male and female beauty. Mrs. Patton, like her daughter Melanie, is burdened by 

American ideals of female perfection and beauty, which are obsessed with dangerous degrees of thinness 

and over-tanning. Mr. Patton and Rod similarly fulfill the traditional Macho American stereotype of 

athleticism and hard work. Like Papa, Mr. Patton assumes passive control over the members of his 

household. Mrs. Patton, like Mama, appears to have no other identity beyond wife and mother. 

 

Keywords: Gender expectations, social identity, female submission, social roles etc. 

 

Anita Desai explores the intricate dynamics of gender and social roles within an Indian family. The novel 

delves into the traditional expectations placed on both male and female characters, shedding light on the 

contrasting pressures and limitations they face. In the realm of female roles, the narrative emphasizes the 

traditional responsibilities assigned to women in Indian society. The focus lies on tasks related to 

homemaking, such as cooking, cleaning, and caregiving. Uma, a central female character, serves as a 

poignant representation of the challenges and constraints experienced by women adhering to traditional 

Indian norms. Anita Desai critically examines the intricate dynamics of gender and social roles within an 

Indian family. The novel delves into traditional gender roles, emphasizing the societal expectations placed 

on women like Uma. It critiques these roles, revealing the limitations on women's autonomy and personal 

development. Marriage is a prominent theme, serving as a lens through which Desai explores female 
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identity and the pressures associated with conforming to marital expectations. The narrative also highlights 

the transformative power of education, particularly for female characters like Uma, offering them a chance 

to break away from traditional gender roles. 

 

"Fasting, Feasting" by Anita Desai intricately explores the complexities of Indian society, delving into 

various themes that contribute to a nuanced portrayal of human experience. The novel critically examines 

cultural expectations and gender roles, shedding light on the disparities and limitations faced by women 

within a patriarchal structure. At the heart of the narrative is the theme of marriage, serving as a microcosm 

reflecting societal pressures on women to conform to traditional expectations. The exploration of female 

identity within the confines of marriage accentuates the sacrifices and compromises that women often 

endure. Education emerges as a potent theme, particularly through the character of Uma. The novel 

underscores the transformative potential of education, challenging traditional gender roles and providing 

individuals, especially women, with a pathway to empowerment. 

 

Family dynamics are depicted with intricate detail, exploring the expectations placed on individuals within 

the family structure and the impact of these expectations on personal freedom and fulfillment. The 

narrative contrasts the experiences of different family members, revealing the inequalities that may exist 

within familial relationships. The clash between traditional values and modern influences is evident, 

notably through the character of Arun. The generational divide within the family reflects broader societal 

changes and the challenges individuals face in navigating evolving cultural landscapes. The title, "Fasting, 

Feasting," introduces food as a symbolic element representing more than mere eating habits. It symbolizes 

the varying experiences and opportunities of men and women in the story, with feasting embodying 

privilege and fasting signifying constraint. The tension between individual aspirations and societal 

expectations is a recurring theme. Characters like Uma and Arun grapple with the conflict between 

personal desires and the obligations imposed by societal norms, prompting reflection on the challenges 

individuals encounter in navigating their own paths. 

 

Feelings of isolation and alienation are explored, particularly through characters like Arun, who feels 

disconnected from both his Indian and American surroundings. This theme reflects the difficulties of 

adapting to different cultural contexts and the resulting sense of estrangement. The novel delves into the 

repression and suppression of desires, particularly in the lives of female characters. It explores the 

consequences of stifling one's authentic self to conform to societal expectations, underscoring the toll it 

takes on individual well-being. Throughout the narrative, Desai employs a satirical lens to critique societal 

norms and expectations. The novel serves as a commentary on the limitations and challenges posed by 

cultural traditions, encouraging readers to question and reflect on these established norms. Collectively, 

these themes contribute to the depth and richness of "Fasting, Feasting," offering readers a multi-layered 

exploration of the characters' lives and the broader societal context in which they navigate their existence. 

 

On the male side, the novel explores the expectations and pressures faced by characters like Arun. While 

men may have more freedom in certain aspects, they too grapple with societal expectations related to 

career success and fulfilling familial duties. Desai skillfully examines the cultural constraints that 

perpetuate gender roles, rooted deeply in cultural traditions. The title, "Fasting, Feasting," symbolically 

represents the contrasting experiences of men and women in the story, with fasting symbolizing the 
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restraints on women and feasting representing the privileges enjoyed by men. Throughout the narrative, 

Desai provides social commentary on the evolving roles of men and women in Indian society. The novel 

becomes a critique of societal norms and an exploration of the challenges individuals face in navigating 

and challenging these norms. In conclusion, "Fasting, Feasting" offers a thought-provoking commentary 

on the complexities of societal norms and their impact on individual lives, encouraging reflection on the 

challenges individuals face in reconciling personal aspirations with societal expectations. Anita Desai 

masterfully weaves a tapestry of social commentary, offering readers a profound exploration of the 

evolving roles of men and women in Indian society. The novel serves as a critical lens through which 

societal norms are scrutinized, providing a nuanced critique and a compelling examination of the 

challenges individuals encounter as they navigate and challenge established paradigms. 

 

The narrative unfolds against the backdrop of traditional gender roles deeply embedded in Indian culture. 

Through vivid character portrayals, Desai invites readers to contemplate the societal expectations placed 

on women, epitomized by characters like Uma. The novel becomes a poignant critique of these norms, 

shedding light on the limitations imposed on women's autonomy and personal development. 

Simultaneously, male characters, exemplified by Arun, grapple with their own set of expectations, 

navigating the delicate balance between career success and fulfilling familial duties. 

 

Marriage emerges as a central theme, offering a microcosm through which Desai explores the complexities 

of female identity. The pressure on women to conform to societal expectations within the institution of 

marriage becomes a focal point of critique, prompting readers to reflect on the broader implications of 

these expectations. Education, presented as a transformative force, becomes a conduit for female 

empowerment. Characters like Uma find opportunities for liberation through education, challenging 

traditional gender roles and providing a hopeful counterpoint to established norms. Desai skillfully uses 

this theme to illustrate the potential for change and progress within the societal fabric. The symbolic 

dichotomy encapsulated in the title, "Fasting, Feasting," further deepens the narrative. The fasting 

represents the constraints and limitations placed on women, while the feasting symbolizes the privileges 

and freedoms enjoyed by men. This symbolism serves as a powerful metaphor for the unequal distribution 

of societal benefits and the disparities in gender roles. Anita Desai thoughtfully explores the distribution 

of societal benefits and the inherent disparities within gender roles in Indian society. The novel delves into 

the unequal opportunities and experiences for men and women, shedding light on how cultural 

expectations and traditional norms contribute to these imbalances. 

 

The narrative portrays a society where benefits and privileges are unevenly distributed based on gender. 

Characters like Arun exemplify how men often enjoy more freedoms, particularly in the pursuit of 

education and career opportunities, reflecting broader societal structures that favor men. The novel, 

"Fasting, Feasting," serves as a metaphor for these disparities. It symbolizes the privileges and freedoms 

predominantly enjoyed by men ("Feasting") and the constraints and limitations placed on women 

("Fasting"). This symbolism reinforces the ingrained disparities in gender roles. Traditional gender roles 

are vividly depicted, confining women to domestic duties and limiting their access to education and career 

opportunities. This restriction contributes to the unequal distribution of societal benefits, with women 

having fewer chances for personal and professional growth. Marriage becomes a microcosm reflecting 

gender disparities, with women facing societal pressures to conform to marital expectations, often at the 
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expense of personal aspirations. The unequal power dynamics within marriages emphasize the disparities 

in the distribution of benefits and autonomy. Educational opportunities emerge as a counterpoint to 

prevailing disparities. Characters like Uma find empowerment through education, challenging traditional 

gender roles and highlighting the transformative potential of education in addressing societal imbalances. 

Cultural constraints and expectations further contribute to the perpetuation of gender disparities. Society's 

adherence to traditional norms limits the agency of women, reinforcing the unequal distribution of societal 

benefits. 

 

Throughout the narrative, Desai provides social commentary on the consequences of these disparities. The 

novel serves as a vehicle for critiquing societal norms and prompts readers to reflect on the impact of 

unequal gender roles on individual lives and societal structures.  Anita Desai paints a vivid picture of a 

society marked by gender disparities. Through rich characterizations and symbolic elements, the novel 

invites readers to confront and question the ingrained inequities in traditional gender roles, fostering a 

deeper understanding of the challenges individuals face in navigating a society where benefits and 

opportunities are not equally shared. 

 

Desai's narrative not only critiques existing norms but also invites readers to contemplate the challenges 

individuals face in navigating and challenging these societal constructs. The characters serve as vessels 

for broader societal commentary, prompting readers to reflect on their own roles within the cultural 

tapestry. In conclusion, "Fasting, Feasting" transcends the boundaries of traditional fiction, emerging as a 

poignant and insightful publication that contributes to the ongoing discourse on gender roles in Indian 

society. Desai's exploration of societal norms, marriage dynamics, educational empowerment, and cultural 

constraints offers readers a compelling narrative that not only entertains but also provokes thought. 

Through this publication, Desai invites readers to engage with the complexities of societal expectations, 

encouraging a deeper understanding of the challenges individuals face in reconciling personal aspirations 

with established norms. Conversely, the male characters in the novel navigate a different set of 

expectations, often enjoying more freedom to pursue education and career opportunities. This reflects the 

societal norms that grant men greater autonomy. Arun, the male protagonist, grapples with distinct 

pressures and expectations compared to his female counterparts. 

 

The narrative also delves into the cultural expectations shaping gender roles in Indian society. It scrutinizes 

the societal pressure to conform to established norms and traditions, emphasizing the impact of such 

expectations on individuals' lives. Marriage emerges as a significant theme, illustrating the expectations 

placed on women to fulfill roles as wives and mothers. The novel explores how family dynamics, 

influenced by societal expectations, mold and restrict the lives of both male and female characters. The 

role of education is another critical aspect, serving as a tool to empower characters, especially females, 

and influencing their ability to break away from traditional gender roles. The novel symbolizes contrasting 

aspects of life. Analyzing these concepts unveils their connection to gender roles and societal expectations, 

adding layers of depth to the narrative. Anita Desai uses her novel as a platform for social commentary on 

the evolving roles of men and women in Indian society. The story becomes a lens through which readers 

can gain insights into the complexities and nuances of gender and social expectations, fostering a deeper 

understanding of the characters' experiences. To support your analysis, draw on specific examples from 

the text and incorporate relevant literary criticism. By examining character development, cultural context, 
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and narrative choices, you can construct a comprehensive exploration of the gender and social roles 

portrayed in "Fasting, Feasting." 
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